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Everything You Ever Wanted To Know
About Mac Keyboard Menu Shortcut
Commands In One App
Ergonis has released KeyCue 9, a major update to the 15-yearold keyboard “cheat sheet utility”.
Using a keystroke of your choice, the app displays all currently
available keyboard shortcuts for the document that you are
working on. Over time, you will automatically remember
frequently used shortcuts and start working more efficiently.
Words cannot describe the huge benefits KeyCue offers to you.

Main Features and What’s New in KeyCue Version 9.0:
• Get an instant overview of all shortcuts in any application
• New Emoji picker to explore and type emojis
• New folder view for quick activation of items in a folder.
• KeyCue can omit known shortcuts, which have been used a
number of times without help from KeyCue.
• Supports Keyboard Maestro's USB device key triggers
(requires Keyboard Maestro 8.2.1).
• Smoother animation when selecting items.
• Improved internal adjustment for fading the shortcut window in
and out.
• Updated versions of the built-in themes.
• The search field now always remains visible if it contains a
search string.
• Improved tracking of the selection (also fixes a tracking issue
on Mojave).
• When a search is active, matching items are now always
properly highlighted in all themes.
• Screen updates are now faster while typing in the search field.
About Ergonis Software:
Ergonis Software a privately held company founded in 2002, is
headquartered in Perg, Austria. They develop ergonomic and
intuitive software that boosts the productivity of Mac and PC
users.
Requirements:
• Intel, 64-bit processor
• OS X 10.7 or later
A free trial is available on the website or purchase for
EUR 19.99.
Click Here to see a short video on some aspects of the app.
Bottom line:
I have been using KeyCue since 2014.

It has helped me to learn and remember many keyboard
shortcuts and consequently has increased my work efficiency.
This new Version 9.0 adds many new features to make it even
more practical and user friendly.

